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Diagnostic Tools

- Inovation of counseling methods, methodologies and tests.
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KomposyT

Diagnostic provider

National database

CA method
Collection of Data

- **Simplified access to the diagnostic tools via KOMPOSYT.**
- **Customized user environment.**
Clients access the diagnosis on their computers.

Diagnostic process can be done directly or shared via email.
Transfer of Data

- Communication via API.
- Secured connection via HTTPS protocol and certificates.
KomposyT exports collected data to the Statistic software.

Statistic software do the analytical part of work.
- Check the Raw scores and their validity with the empirical data.
- Creation of new Slovakia standard - norm.
Application of new Slovakia standard – norm on the provider's side.

Client — KomposyT — Slovakia standard

National database
Users do the same diagnostic input.

Results are computed with new standard.

Results are localized for the Slovak environment.
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Thank you for your attention!
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